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School Improvement Process
School Information
Name of School (School Number- School Name)
6771 -Jorge Mas Canosa Middle School
Principal (Last Name, First Name)
Falcon Jr., E1io
Assistant Principal(s) (Last Name, First Name; Last Name, First Name)
Griffith, James; Rodriguez-Cibran, Mavel; Whitehead, Ora
Demographic Overview
The student population at Jorge Mas Canosa Middle School is currently 1,914 students. This makes Jorge Mas
Canosa Middle School one of the largest middle schools in the state of Florida. The racial and ethnic
demographic breakdown of the school is as follows: 84.7% are Hispanic, 7.4% are White, 5.2% are AfricanAmerican, and 1. 7% is Asia. Furthermore, 52% of the students are males and 48% are females. The school
population has a population of 79% of students who are categorized as Economically Disadvantaged and 16.5%
of the students are considered English Language Learners. Also, 14% of the student population has an
Individual Education Plan receiving Special Education services. The faculty is compromised of 104 instruction
personnel, three assistant principals, and one principal.
a. Provide the School's Mission Statement
The mission of Jorge Mas Canosa Middle School is to provide a rigorous international education that challenges
our students to become globally literate by inspiring them to achieve their maximum potential while meeting
their personal, social, and cognitive needs.
b. Provide the School's Vision Statement
To provide an environment conducive to developing global literacy.
1. Provide a brief description of the community the school serves as well as highlighting the unique
features and programs within the school.
Jorge Mas Canosa Middle School is named after a notable Miami leader who was forced into exile from Cuba as
young man for fiercely opposing the communist regime. The school has a partnership with the company
(MasTec) founded by Mas Canosa, that donates monetarily and provides an annual visit to the MasTec Company
as a field trip for our FBLA students. Jorge Mas Canosa Middle School, which was originally opened to relieve
crowding in the surrounding Kendall area, has grown to include a population of over 1700 students making it
one of the largest traditional middle schools in the state of Florida. Jorge Mas Canosa Middle school serves the
diverse needs of the West Kendall population. JMC as it is affectionately referred to has a Cambridge
International Magnet Program that has a population of over 500 students, and approximately 225 English as
Second Language Learners (ELL). In addition, JMC has a large SPED population of 350 students with
disabilities including, four units of self contained Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Specific Learning
Disabilities ( SLD) students, two units of Emotional Behavior Disorder (EBD), Other Health Impaired (OHI),
Speech, Language, and students with Intellectual Disabilities. During the 2018-19 School year, JMC will be one
of nine schools district wide piloting the Middle School Redesign (MSR) program. This initiative will allow
JMC students to have more options for electives and remedial courses, in addition to offering a class that
promotes social and emotional learning. Jorge Mas Canosa Middle has been designated as a Silver STEAM
School and for the 2017-18 year the school earned its first letter grade of "A" since 2007.

Are you a Title I School?
yes

Please confirm the following. School Improvement Plan (SIP) district coordinated educational
interventions to be selected by schools implementing the Title I Schoolwide Program
Participate in district coordinated efforts to improve student outcomes at the schoolsite through educational services (Such as
extended learning opportunities, summer services, before or after school tutorials, intersection and spring recess tutorial
sessions, etc.), in accordance with the approved SIP/Title I Plan.
Participate in discretionary educational services provided by the school district generated from the proportionate share of this
school's Title l Schoolwide Program allocation. Such services are tailored in accordance to the educational needs of the
students as depicted within the SIP/Title I Plan.

Phase I: Data Analysis (July 11 -July 27, 2018)
Phase I of the School Improvement Process will begin at the 2018 Synergy Summer Institute. The School
Leadership Team (SLT) will participate and collaborate in a 3-day development workshop to initiate the
yearlong School Improvement Process. During the Synergy Summer Institute, the SLT will analyze a
comprehensive set of quantitative and qualitative data within the areas of School Culture and Academic
Programs from the previous school year. After an analysis of the data, the SLT will reflect on the current
practices and processes contributing to the data results during a guided Systems Review. The SLT will review
and consider Essential Practices utilized in M-DCPS and identify practices within School Culture and Academic
Programs to sustain or enhance the implementation of the school's continuous improvement process. The SLT
will develop overarching Outcome Statements for the 2018-2019 school year. During the Synergy Summer
Institute, the SLT will participate in coursework aimed to develop School Leadership Core Competencies to
support the implementation of the school's continuous improvement process.
Phase I will conclude with the design of an Opening of Schools Professional Development Agenda that will
serve to: present the findings to the faculty to gain stakeholder involvement/feedback, build consensus and
develop a collective understanding of how the school's plan will address, and be aligned to, the school's unique
opportunities for improvement.
Phase I includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data and Systems Review
School Culture Data Map
School Culture Data and Systems Review Organizer
Academic Programs Data Map
Academic Programs Data and Systems Review Organizer
Essential Practices Selection
School Leadership Core Competencies
Priority Actions Development
Outcome Statements
Opening of School Professional Development

Phase I
Data Analysis
Analyze - Reflect - Identify
Phase I will be completed during the 2018 Synergy Summer Institute.
July 11- July 27, 2018

During the Synergy Summer Institute, SLTs will collaborate in trainings led by District staff designed to analyze,
reflect and identify the components that contributed to the previous years data outcomes. The series of
professional development courses on School Leadership Core Competencies will assist schools in developing
and implementing the Schools Improvement Process with a high degree offidelity to maximize the impact and
investment by stakeholders into all school improvement initiatives.

Through data disaggregation, reflection and discussion, the SLT's goal will be to identify and agree on the
Essential Practices that would need to be sustained or enhanced during the 2018-2019 school year to ensure
improvement in School Culture and Academic Programs.

Phase I will conclude with each school:
• Identifying the Priority Actions for each Essential Practice selected
• Identifying the Outcome Statements for School Culture and Academic Programs
• Creating a plan to provide the faculty with professional development and garner feedback from all
stakeholders on all Phase I content during the 2018- 2019 Opening of Schools

DAY ONE- Synergy Summer Institute

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW
School Leadership Teams will review all 2017-2018 data points provided on the subsequent pages in the
individualized School Culture Data Map and Academic Programs Data Map to analyze the results using th e
Data Driven Dialogue Protocol. Systems Review Organizers will assist the school to fitrther examine and align
results to the Essential Practices.

Data and Systems Review
1. Using the Data Driven Dialogue Protocol, SLTs will analyze the School Culture and Academic Programs
Data Maps (i.e. student level data, teacher level data, and parent level data) and discuss findings .
2. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, classify data findings into the second column titled:

"Data Findings & Area" based on their appropriate rating (input no more than three data points for each
rating):
• Significantly Improved Data Findings: Data findings that indicate substantial increases as
compared to previous years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with similar
demographics, indicate above the norm performance. Select the three data points that have had the
greatest positive impact on the school's overall success.
• Neutral Data Findings: Data findings that have remained constant, with little to no
improvement/decline from previous y ears. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with
similar demographics, indicate with-in the norm performance. Select the data points that, if
improved, could have the greatest impact on the school's overall performance.

• Significantly Decreased Data Findings: Data findings that have declined in value from previous
years. Also, data findings that, when compared to schools with similar demographics, indicate
below the norm performance. Select the three data points that have had the negative impact on
overall school success.
3. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, input a rationale for each data finding into the third
column titled "Rationale for Selection of Data" for School Culture and Academic Programs.
4. Within the Data and Systems Review Organizer, the SLTs will review each data point selected and after the
Systems Review will determine which Essential Practices contributed the most or had the greatest impact
for each data finding (positive, neutral, and/or negative). The School Leadership Team will enter the
Essential Practices into the fourth column titled "Connected Essential Practices". Input no more than
three Essential Practices for each data finding.

The Data and Systems Review process will enable the SLTs to thoroughly analyze data results and identify the
factors that have had the greatest impact on their schools performance.

Data Maps

The following Data Maps were provided to schools during the 2018 Synergy Institute. The maps are organized
in two parts, School Culture and Academic Programs. Data found on the includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Attendance Comparisons
Student Disciplinary Referrals by Grade-level
Early Warning System Indicators by Grade-level
Teacher Attendance
Teacher Retention
School Climate Survey Feedback from Staff
School Climate Survey Feedback from Students
School Improvement Data from Staff on:
o Commitment to Students
o Focus on Sustained Results
o Develop Others
o Engages the Team
• 2018 FSA Data for all Tested Subjects by Grade-level
• 2018 SAT-I 0 Data by Grade-level
• 2018 FSA Data for all Tested Subjects by Subgroup

School Culture Data Map

~~

l
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Culture - Student Level Data
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Total Number of Respondents- 78
Comm itment to Students
I am provided with the
appropriate resources to
address the needs of
of my students.

67%

24%

All

6%

3%

Less than half

None

When my student(s) exh ibit early warn ing or disruptive
behaviors, they are provided interventions

46

Sornetir es

•Always

How often does collaboration take place among
dept/grade level members to improve student
outcomes?

How often does your administrator provide you with
feedback to improve student outcomes?

•

I

ever

28

4

Weekly

II

Monthly

• Quarterly

• Yearly

• Never

Focus on Sustainable Results
% ot rewond <nt>

Is school-wide data shared to inform staff of the school' s
progress towards reaching established goa ls?

95
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5
NO
% of r~po nd ~ nts.

I am comfortable with using data to plan

for instruction

How often do you participate in data chats with your
administration?

How often does your administration conduct
instructional walkthroughs in your classroom?

21
Wee
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tv

Mont hly

• Quarterly

• Yearly

Progress monitoring data is utilized throughout the
school year to ensure students receive appropriate
remediation/ enrichment.
• A.lways

Someti mes

i
'
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• ever

• Never

I

Develo in Others
How often do you receive guidance in using data
to plan your instruction?

22

How often are you supported by teacher leaders?

29

32

Weeki
% c• re-spo di nts.

Following a PD opportunity, I am provided with
support/resources to implement the newly learned
strategy.

53
•Always

Some times

• Never

My administration sets high standards for teach ing, learning, and improvement at my school
;; oi respo d~nts
site by...
Providing opportunities for professional learning rommunities
35
Attending collaborative planning sessiom
34
Discussing instructional strategies at leadership team meetings
39
Providing opportunities for lesson studies
25
Discussing instructional strategies at faculty meetings
42
Providing best practice sharing opportunities
60
Providing feedback on instructional delivery
49
Providing feedback on lesson planning
35

En a es the Team

Do you know your school's vision statement?

87

13

Do you know your school's mission statement?

87

13

Do you know your school 's goals and objectives for the
year?

Are you provided the opportunity to actively participate
in establishing academic goals for the school year?

92

87

Are you provided with opportunities to give input about
school improvement?

Each year, all staff members have the opportun ity to be
considered for leadership roles at my school.

8

13
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Academic Programs - English Language Arts
2018 - FSA ELA Proficiency(% Levels 3-5) -All Students
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Acade mic Programs- M athemat ics
2018 - FSA Math Profi ciency (% Levels 3-5) -All Students
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Academ ic Programs - Science
2018 - Science Proficiency (% Levels 3-5) - Ali Students
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Academic Programs- Socia l Sciences
2018- Socia l Sciences Proficiency(% Levels 3-5)- Al l Students
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Aca dem ic Progr ams - Sc hool Su bGro ups
Students with Disabilities (SWD) VS Students without Disabilities
FSA/EOC {%Levels 3-5) Raw Dat a - All Student s - School 2 Ye ar Com pa rison
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DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER
SCHOOL CULTURE

Data Findings
&Area

Data
Rating

Connected
Essential
Practices

Rationale for Selection of Data

Which Essential
Practice(s) contributed
most to the data
findings?

Be specific in defining each data Why was this data finding selected as being most impactful?
element below.

According to the
Significantly Spring 2018 Student
Survey Climate 84
Improved
percent of students feel
Data
that the school
Findings
environment is safe as
compared to the 2017
survey of 81%.
According to the
Spring 2018 Student
Climate Survey 74%
of students feel that the
school is clean and in
good condition. as
compared to the 201 7
survey of 66%.

Inclusivity and
Anti-Bullying
Campaigns

Research shows that a safe environment enables
students to better focus on academics. During the
2017-18 school year, an emphasis was placed on
identifying students by grade level who were
consistent behavior problems and implementing
corrective behavior strategies with those students.

Character
Education I
Values Matter

Building maintenance promotes a feeling ofwellbeing and value of the school. At each grade level
assembly during the beginning of the year and
midyear, information regarding how students can keep
the building clean is reviewed. Students who see
misuse of bathrooms, water fountains and school
premises are encouraged to report the behavior to
security and or administrative personnel.

InterventionsiRtl
Effective Use of
Support
Personnel
School Spirit
and Pride
Effective Use of
Resources

_j
Essential Practice for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)

Social Emotional Learning

Data
Rating

Data Findings
& Area

Rationale for Selection of Data

Be specific in defining each data element Why was this data finding selected as being most impactful?
below.

The 2018 Spring Culture
Neutral Teacher Attendance Data
Data
indicates that 44% of teachers
Findings have been absent more than 5
days which is consistent to
the previous year's data.

I

Teacher presence in the classroom increases
student academic performance and enables a
consistent routine. In addition, substitute teachers
are generally not as effective as the regular
teacher. Teachers with excessive absences need
to be addressed early on in the school year.

I

Connected
Essential
Practices
Which Essential
Practice(s) contributed
most to the data findings"?

Attendance
Monitoring I
iAttend
Consistent
Protocols

RewafEis,llneent:i\'€lS
AttPnrbnl'P

The 2018 Data Map for
student attendance indicates
that 15% percent of our
students have been absent 1115 days which is consistent to
the previous year's data of
16% percent.

Consistent Student attendance promotes learning
and improves social skills which is important at
this age level. Students that show a pattern of
absences the previous school year, continued to
have excess absences . Additional intervention
strategies need to be implemented with these
students.

Monitoring I
iAttend
Communicate With
Stakeholders
Rewards/Incentives

_j _

_____J _

_

_

_

__

Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)
other
Attendance Intervention (Attendance Committee & iAttend)

Data
Rating

Data Findings
&Area

Rationale for Selection of Data

Be specific in defining each data
element below.

Why was this data finding selected as being most impactful?

According to the Spring
Significantly 2018 Culture data, 29%
Decreased percent of students had 610 absences during the
Data
2017-2018 school year as
Findings
compared to 26% of
students during the 20 162017 school year.

Students who are in attendance daily will receive
consistent standards based instruction which leads
to improved student performance. Students who
show a pattern of absences must be identified prior
to receiving 5 absences by a teacher generated
referral in order to establish timely remediations.

The Spring 2018 Teacher
Climate surveys indicate
that 60% of teachers feel
that staff morale is high in
comparison to the 2017
survey that indicated that
73% of our staff had high
morale.

Better teacher morale will increase attendance,
collaboration, program buy-in, and
implementation of middle school redesign .
Teachers have expressed the need to have more
opportunities to participate in leadership roles at
the school. All teacher leadership roles will be
advertised and if possible "new" staff will become
teacher leaders within the school.

_j
Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)
Consistent Protocols

DATA AND SYSTEMS REVIEW ORGANIZER
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Connected
Essential
Practices
Which Essential
Practice(s) contributed
most to the data
findings?

Early Warning
Systems
Interventions/Rti
Positive
Behavior
Support (PBS)
Shared Vision
Empower
Teachers And
Staff
Consistent
Protocols

Data
Rating

Data Findings
&Area
Be specific in defining each data
element below.

The 2018 Data Map
Significantly indicates that 8th grade
Improved
FCAT Science proficiency
Data
increased by 16 percentage
Findings
points as compared to the
2017 Spring FCAT
Science from 43% to 59%.

_...,

Essential Practices

Rationale for Selection of Data
Why was this data finding selected as being most impactful'?

This data was selected because it shows that the
implemetation of topic assessments, creation of
teacher lab school to include student
participation in edgenuity in addition to using
data to guide instruction increased the science
proficiency and contributed to the school
earning a letter grade of A
11

.................. _

Which Essential Practice(s)
contributed most to the
data findings?

Effective Resource
Utilization
Collaborative
Planning
other

11

•

STEAM Initiative
The 2018 data map for
Algebra EOC indicates an
increasoof 9 percentage
points as compared to the
2017 Algebra EOC data
from 81% to 90%.

This data indicates that Algebra I teachers are
utilizing the pacing guides effectively and
standards based instruction is aligned to their
teaching. The offering of high school courses in
middle school is a saling point for our magnet
program, it assists with attracting more students
to our school.

Data-Driven
Instruction
Technology
Integration
Blended Learning
Collaborative
Planning

The 2018 data map for 8th
grade indicates that FSA
ELA data improved by 3
percentage points as
compared to the 2017 FSA
data from 60% to 63%,

JMC trend data for 8th grade indicates a
continual increase in proficiency from 58% to
60% to 63% over a three year period, which
reflects improved teacher quality and higher
student mastery of concepts. The increase also
indicated continual mastery of state standards
and preparation for high school.

Data-Driven
Instruction
Student
Engagement
(Cognitive
Engagement,
Behavioral/Physical
Engagement,
Emotional
Engagement)

Essential Practice for Significantly Improved Data Findings (Sustained)
Collaborative Planning

Data
Rating

Data Findings
&Area
Be specific in defining each data element
below.

The 2017 Data Map for
Civics
EOC indicates 74%
Neutral
student mastery as compared
Data
to
Findings 75% percent student
mastery in 2017.

Rationale for Selection of Data

Connected Essential
Practices

Why was this data finding selected as being most
impactful'?

Which Essential Practice(s)
contributed most to the data
findings'?

Although JMC has a population of 350
Students with Disabilities and 225 ELL
students, Civics EOC continues to
demonstrate parity with the district
performance.

Differentiated Instruction
Effective Resource
Utilization

I

ITechnology Integration

I

The 2016-17 and 2017-18
data indicates that Students
with Disabilities (SWD's)
achieved 26% on the ELA
FSA.

Student Engagement
(Cognitive Engagement,
Behavioral/Physical
Engagement, Emotional
Engagement)

This data indicates that more,
disaggregation of data by reporting
categories, and targeted small group (DI)
instruction with this subgroup is needed to
Checks for Understanding
increase proficiency.
Data-Driven Instruction

_j
Essential Practice for Neutral Data Findings (Secondary)
Differentiated Instruction

Data
Rating

Data Findings
&Area
Be specific in defining each data element
below.

Significantly
Decreased
Data
Findings

The 2018 data map indicates
that Grade 6 FSA ELA
proficiency decreased five
percentage points from 57
percent to 52 percent as
compared to 2017 data.

The 2018 data map indicates
that Student with disabilites
(SWD's) FSA ELA proficency
decreased by 9 percentage
points from 27 percent to 18
percent proficency in grades 68 as compared to 2017 data.

Rationale for Selection of Data
Why was this data finding selected as being most impactful?

Which Essential
Practice(s)
contributed most
to the data
findings?

Student
Centered
The 20 18 FSA School data indicates a decline for Instruction I
Learning
6th grade ELA students, which indicates a need
for additional professional development in the
Technology
Florida Standards and utilization of the HMH
Integration
Collection textbooks and materials.

Data indicates that there is a need for more
consistent monitoring of differentiated instruction
with this subgroup of students to ensure that the
diverse needs of students are being met. In
addition, teachers must identify students who need
additional targeted instruction through the use of
iREADY and additional HMH support materials

_j
Essential Practice for Significantly Decreased Data Findings (Primary)
Differentiated Instruction

Connected
Essential
Practices

Peer
Observations
Hands-on
Learning
Collaborative
Learning I
Structures
Vocabulary
Instruction

ESSENTIAL PRACTICES SELECTION
School Leadership Teams will examine the "Connected Essential Practices" column within the Data and
Systems Review Organizer for School Culture and Academic Programs. SLTs will identifY and come to a
consensus on which continuing Essential Practices lead to, and/or had the greatest impact on, overall school
improvement.

Sustained Essential Practice
To identifY the Sustained Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Significantly Improved Data Findings" section. The SLT will agree on the Essential Practice which had
the greatest impact on overall school improvement. This observed practice can exist school-wide or be
grade-level or department/content specific. Schools will identifY the Priority Actions to ensure this successful
practice is sustained during the 2018-2019 school year.

Priority Actions
Schools will reflect on the implementation of the Sustained Essential Practice, the Primary Essential
Practice and the Secondary Essential Practice in the previous year(s) to identifY what specific actions are
necessary to sustain and/or enhance the practices during the 2018-2019 school year. These actions will be
captured under Priority Actions.

Primary Essential Practice
To identifY the Primary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Significantly Decreased Data Findings " section. The SLT will determine which Essential Practice needs
the greatest enhancements to have a positive impact on the schools overall performance during the 20182019 school year.

Secondary Essential Practice
To identifY the Secondary Essential Practice, SLTs will review the Essential Practices listed within the
"Neutral Data Findings" section. The SLT will determine which Essential Practice needs enhancements to
have a positive impact on the schools overall performance during the 2018-2019 school year.

The selection of each Essential Practice (Sustained, Primary and Secondary) and Priority Actions will drive the
schools action plans for the 2018-2019 school year.
SCHOOL CULTURE

Sustained Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning
Priority Actions for the Sustained Practice
Implementation of the Mawi Learning curriculum ,and professional development for all stakeholders as part of
the Middle School Redesign Initiative, will be provided for all faculty and staff with an emphasis on
Instructional Staff. Components of the EDGE (Mawi) curriculum including the Restorative Justice Practices will

be implemented in all 7th period classrooms during the 2017-18 school year. In addition, teachers will
implement, as part of this curriculum, student data chats for goal setting.

Primary Essential Practice
Consistent Protocols

Secondary Essential Practice Selection
Attendance Intervention (Attendance Committee & iAttend)

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Sustained Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Practice
Common planning time will be built in to the master schedule to allow teacher collaboration, this will be
evidenced by lesson plans, student work and administrative walkthroughs which will include feedback. In
addition, PowerBi, and computer generated reports will be analyzed during common planning and departmental
meetings to address deficient benchmarks and plan for differentiated instruction

Primary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction

Secondary Essential Practice Selection
Differentiated Instruction

DAY TWO- Synergy Summer Institute
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP CORE COMPETENCIES
The School Improvement Process begins with identification of Essential Practices within a school to sustain or
enhance to improve the school's overall performance during the 2018-2019 school year. The next step in the
process is to assess and develop the School Leadership Team's skills to successfully lead and support the
implementation of the plan.

The School Leadership Core Competencies identified below include patterns of thinking, feeling, acting, or
speaking that are directly connected to a leader's ability to affect change within a school. During the Synergy
Summer Institute, coursework will allow for the evaluation and development of these School Leadership Core
Competencies to increase efficiency and skill mastery which can be used by school leaders to successfully
implement the School Improvement Process.

Competency 1: Commitment to Students A relentless pursuit and commitment to student learning as evidenced
by a belief in one's own capability, and the courage to take a stand on behalf of students.
Commitment to Students includes certain behaviors such as:
• taking ownership for students' learning
• setting high expectations for all learners

• believing in students' ability to learn regardless of barriers
• relentlessly pursuing the implementation of what is right for the students
• supporting decisions and policies to improve instruction and advance learning for all students
Development in Commitment to Students prioritizes the students ' learning as the foundation of the School
Improvement Process.

Competency 2: Focus on Sustainable Results The deliberate actions and continuous drive to set challenging
goals and reach a high standard ofperformance despite barriers.
A Focus on Sustainable Results includes certain behaviors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

prioritizing activities
implementing initiatives
regularly tracking progress
demonstrating perseverance
considering innovative actions
taking courses of action to achieve desired results and minimize risks

Developing in the area of Focusing on Sustainable Results will provide short and long-range goals for
successful implementation of School Improvement Process.

Competency 3: Developing Others The act of influencing others, with the specific intent, to increase their short
and long-term effectiveness, perceptions, thinking, and actions.
Developing Others includes certain behaviors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

setting positive expectations
personally providing instruction
providing developmental feedback
choosing the timing and delivery of information
selecting training and work assignments to build others capabilities
fully delegating so that others may learn from their own successes and mistakes

Growth in Developing Others will provide opportunities to influence and improve the skills of all stakeholders
throughout the School Improvement Process.

Competency 4: En~ages the Team A group of adults working collectively to leverage their input, to develop
actionable and tangible goals, and to implement change in the school.
Engaging the Team includes certain behaviors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

empowering others
keeping people on the team informed
ensuring that the team produces as planned
promoting the morale and performance of a team
obtaining resources that the team needs to perform
motivating the team with a compelling vision and enthusiasm

Development in Engaging the Team allows for a collaborative and comprehensive effort by all stakeholders
throughout the School Improvement Process.

School Leadership Core Competency Course Reflections

School Leadership Teams will participate in a series of courses during the Synergy Summer Institute to measure
and develop School Leadership Core Competencies and utilize these high-level competency skills to implement
the identified Essential Practice Enhancements to improve outcomes within School Culture and Academic
Programs. SLTs will reflect on their current leadership roles and implementation of the core competencies and
consider opportunities for growth and application of each core competency for the 2018-2019 school year.

Competency 1: Commitment to Students
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Commitment to Students.
Our School Leadership Team's current reality is that the employ out of the box thinking to support struggling
learners such as pull-out programs, incentives, and collaborative planning.
As evidenced by:
The school's increase in standardized test scores.
Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Commitment to Students competency in the School
Improvement Process.
The school Leadership Team will use the Commitment to Students competency in the School Improvement
Process by having teachers work relentlessly to ensure student learning as a reality. Teachers will challenge all
students, use data-driven instructions, and make decisions in the best interest of student learning.

Competency 2: Focusing on Sustainable Results
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Focusing on Sustainable Results.
Our School Leadership Team's current reality is that the majority of our staff is collaborating on lessons by
grade levels and subjects taught, however, it is evident all stake holders are not collaborating with grade level
and or subject area teachers.
As evidenced by:
Department meetings, lesson plans, administrative walk-throughs, project-based learning and data from the
2017-18 school year.
Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Focusing on Sustainable Results competency in the
School Improvement Process.
The School Leadership Team will use the Focusing on Sustainable Results competency in the School
Improvement Process to provide common planning for teachers that will be built in to the school schedule.
Feedback on best practices will be given to teachers by school leaders after teacher observations and
administrative walk-throughs.

Competency 3: Developing Others
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Developing Others.
Our School Leadership Team's current reality regarding developing others is the administration challenges the
staff and provides recognition. However, the School Leadership Team is not providing regular feedback on
professional practices.
As evidenced by:
This is evidenced by the staff survey demonstrating that morale could improve.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Developing Others competency in the School
Improvement Process.
The School Leadership Team will use the Developing Others competency by increasing the amount of class
walk-throughs, observations, and immediate feedback.

Competency 4: Engages the Team
Describe the School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Engages the Team.
The School Leadership Team's current reality regarding Engages the Team is that communication and working
with the staff is occurring which allows us to work towards common goals.

As evidenced by:
This is evidenced by the continued academic growth the school has achieved and climate survey results.

Describe how the School Leadership Team will use the Engages the Team competency in the School
Improvement Process.
The School Leadership Team will use the Engages the Team competency by trusting their staff, developing new
leaders, and empowering their teachers.

DAY THREE- Synergy Summer Institute
PRIORITY ACTIONS DEVELOPMENT

School Leadership Teams will review the Essential Practice Enhancements to create Priority Actions necessary
to ensure the successful implementation of the Sustained, Primary, and Secondary Practices by the end of the
2018-2019 school year.

Sustained Essential Practice
SLTs will review the Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice.

Secondary and Primary Essential Practices
SLTs identifY the Priority Actions for the Secondary and Primary Essential Practices by reviewing the
selected enhancements for each and determining a list of actions necessary to successfully implement the
identified enhancements by the end of the 2018-2019 school year.

The Priority Actions will assist in prioritizing the detailed action plans to be developed throughout the School
Improvement Process during the 2018-2019 school year.
SCHOOL CULTURE
Sustained Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Implementation of the Mawi Learning curriculum ,and professional development for all stakeholders as part of
the Middle School Redesign Initiative, will be provided for all faculty and staff with an emphasis on
Instructional Staff. Components of the EDGE (Mawi) curriculum including the Restorative Justice Practices will
be implemented in all 7th period classrooms during the 2017-18 school year. In addition, teachers will
implement, as part of this curriculum, student data chats for goal setting.

Primary Essential Practice Selection
Consistent Protocols

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning

Secondary Essential Practice Selection
Attendance Intervention (Attendance Committee & iAttend)

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice
Attendance Intervention using the attendance committee & iAttend.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Sustained Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice
Common planning time will be built in to the master schedule to allow teacher collaboration, this will be
evidenced by lesson plans, student work and administrative walkthroughs which will include feedback. In
addition, PowerBi, and computer generated reports will be analyzed during common planning and departmental
meetings to address deficient benchmarks and plan for differentiated instruction

Primary Essential Practice Selection
Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Secondary Essential Practice Selection
Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions to Enhance the Secondary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction through data driven intstruction

OUTCOME STATEMENTS
The School Leadership Team will create an overarching Outcome Statement in the areas of School Culture and
Academic Programs. The School Improvement Process Outcome Statement is the goal the school aims to
accomplish by the end of the 2018-2019 school year. SLTs will:
• Participate in a protocol to assist in creating the overarching School Improvement Process vision for their
school.

• Consider the predicted results if effective implementation of the identified Essential Practices (Sustained,
Primary, and Secondary) occur.
Develop a statement that encompasses the intended outcome as a result of having successfully implemented the
Sustained Practice and Primary/Secondary Essential Practice Enhancements at the end of the 2018-2019 school
year.

SCHOOL CULTURE
OUTCOME STATEMENT
School Culture
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then teacher and student attendance will
increase and consistent learning will occur. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then
we will promote a safe environment where students can better focus on academics.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
OUTCOME STATEMENT
Academic Programs
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then we will see an increase in
achievement of students across all subject areas, specifically with our SWD and ELL populations through the
use of DI. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then we will continue to maintain an
increase in learning gains and proficiency.

OPENING OF SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
School Leadership Teams will design a professional development to be provided during the Opening of School
activities on one or both Teacher Planning Day(s). In the plan below, specify the following: morning or
afternoon sessions, topics to be shared, protocols being used in both small and large groups, and the
facilitator(s) leading the group sessions. The purpose of the professional development will be to share what was
realized, acknowledged, learned, and planned during Phase I of the School Improvement Process during the
Synergy Summer Institute with teachers and staff to garner feedback.

The professional development should include a summary of the:
•
•
•
•

Data and Systems Review Summary
School Leadership Core Competency Course Reflections
Sustained Essential Practice and Priority Actions
Primary & Secondary Essential Practice Selections
o Priority Actions
• Outcome Statements

The professional development should include opportunities to gather teachers' and staff input/feedback on the
following:
• Sustained Essential Practice and Priority Actions
• Primary & Secondary Essential Practice Selections
o Priority Actions- How will the priority actions be addressed during the school year?
• Brainstorm possible Implementation Steps
• Identify possible roles/resources

Opening of School Professional Development Agenda
Phase I Topic
What topic will be
shared?
• Data and
Systems
Review
Summary
• School
Leadership
Process Description
Activity Lead
Core
Competency
What process/protocol will
Course
Who will facilitate the sharing of the topic and the
be
used to share the topic and
Reflections
collection and discussion of feedback regarding
garner feedback from all
• Sustained
the topic?
stakeholders?
Essential
Practice
• Primary &
Secondary
Essential
Practice
Selections
• Priority
Actions
• Outcome
Statements

Opening
of
School
Date
(08/ 1408117)
AM-PM

::J
::J

Secondary
.
Essential Practice

Team Building Activities- Ice
Cortez, Guillermo De La Osa, Laura Floyd, Alina
Breaker (Relay Race),
Martin, Iris Ortiz, Karen Puentes, Richard San,
Synergy & Leadership
Michelle
Quotes

Sustained Essential Mawi Learning Practice
Introduction & Module 1.1

~Sustained, Primary

::j
_j
_j

& Secondary
Middle School Redesign
Essential Practices

Falcon Jr. , Elio Griffith, James Cortez, Guillermo
Garrote-Lee Sang, Lorena Martin, Iris Mora,
Barbara Nieto, Erika Perez, Tatiana Puentes,
Richard San, Michelle
Falcon Jr., Elio Griffith, James Rodriguez-Cibran,
Mabel Whitehead, Ora

Falcon Jr. , Elio Griffith, James Cortez, Guillermo
Sustained Essential Mawi Learning - Module 1.2 Garrote-Lee Sang, Lorena Martin, Iris Mora,
Practice
& 1.3
Barbara Nieto, Erika Perez, Tatiana Puentes,
Richard San, Michelle

I
I
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Phase II
Action Planning
Consensus -Define - Implement

Phase II will be developed and executed at the school as described below:
Phase II Development & Stakeholder Engagement
August 16 -August 31, 2018
• Provide Opening of Schools Development to share Phase I results and garner stakeholder feedback using
the OOS Development Plan
• Develop School Culture and Academic Programs Implementation Steps
• Participate with the School Leadership Team in a Region Review Process
• Meet with the EESAC to review and approve Phase I & II of the School Improvement Process
• Title I Schools will upload their 2018-19 Title ! - Parent and Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)
Schools will begin Phase II of the School Improvement Process with an Opening of Schools Professional
Development led by the School Leadership Team (SLT) . Topics such as Data and Systems Review Summary, the
Sustained Essential Practice, Primary and Secondary Essential Practices, Priority Actions, and Outcome
Statements will be discussed and examined with stakeholders. The SLT wiLL purposefully engage stakeholders in
providing reflective feedback on the creation and implementation of specific actions aimed at achieving
improved School Culture and Academic Programs. The development of the School Culture and Academic
Programs specific Implementation Steps will be completed by August 31, 2018.

Implementation Steps Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Align to the schools Outcome Statement, Essential Practices and Priority Actions
Provide specific implementation dates
Describe the specific action or activity that will take place
Include the name(s) and position(s) of the person(s) responsible
Specify what evidence would demonstrate the intended Implementation Step was achieved
Describe the process that will be used to monitor each Implementation Step and the person(s) involved in
monitoring

Quarter 1 Implementation
September 4- October 19, 2018
• Monitor the execution of Quarter 1 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree offidelity
• Conduct an Instructional Review to gather qualitative data that will inform the Quarter 1 Systems Review
During Quarter 1 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 1 Implementation Steps. The school Leadership
team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.
Towards the conclusion of this stage, schools will conduct an internal instructional review that will inform their
Systems Review and Data Reflection.

Quarter 1 Systems Review & Data Reflection
October 22- November 2, 2018
• Evaluate and reflect on the success of the Quarter 1 Implementation Steps through the Systems Review
and Data Reflection
• Revise and/or develop School Culture and Academic Programs Quarter 2 Implementation Steps
After the Quarter 1 Implementation stage, schools will examine the success of the Implementation Steps and will
have the opportunity to adjust/modify based on qualitative data gather during the Instructional Review and
quantitative data provided via an End-of-Quarter Data Map. SLTs will develop better informed and refined
Implementation Steps to execute during Quarter 2 Implementation.

Quarter 2 Implementation
November 5- December 21, 2018
• Monitor the execution of Quarter 2 Implementation Steps to ensure a high degree offidelity.
During Quarter 2 Implementation, schools will execute Quarter 2 Implementation Steps. The school leadership
team will monitor, facilitate and assess the degree to which steps were executed based on collected evidence.

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 1 Implementation
(September 4- October 19, 2018)

School Culture Outcome Statement
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then teacher and student attendance will
increase and consistent learning will occur. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then
we will promote a safe environment where students can better focus on academics.
Sustained Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning
Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice
Implementation of the Mawi Learning curriculum ,and professional development for all stakeholders as part of
the Middle School Redesign Initiative, will be provided for all faculty and staff with an emphasis on
Instructional Staff. Components of the EDGE (Mawi) curriculum including the Restorative Justice Practices will
be implemented in all 7th period classrooms during the 2017-18 school year. In addition, teachers will
implement, as part ofthis curriculum, student data chats for goal setting.
Expected
Evidence
Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(What evidence
would demonstrate

Monitoring

(First & last
name, position)

the
Implementation
Step was
successfully
executed?)

(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran
Elio Falcon, Jr. ,
and Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Mawi Launch
Principal Ilia
Participants will
Principals will ensure that all
Start: Tue, Sept for Middle
Molina, MSR
turn in a certificate teachers utilize My Learning Plan to
4
School Redesign Jill Bartley,
of completion to
sign up for MSR PD's. At the
MSR Beverly
Pilot Schools
the administration completion of the workshops,
End: Fri, Oct 19 Professional
Perez, MSR
within two weeks teachers will turn in a certificate of
Development
Jeanette Tejeda, of the workshop.
competion which will be compiled in
MSR
a school PD binder and kept in the
Assistant Principal for Curriculum's
office (Ora Whitehead),
Participants will
turn in a certificate Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran
of completion to
Elio Falcon, Jr., the administration and Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Principal Ilia
within two weeks Principals will ensure that all
PBL Launch for
Molina,
MSR
teachers utilize My Learning Plan to
Start: Tue, Sept Middle School
of the workshop.
Jill Bartley,
4
·
d sign up for MSR PD's. At the
Redesign
Stra tegtes 1eame
.
f h
MSRBeverly
. . comp 1et10n o t e workshops,
th
PBL
t
t
.
.fi
f
a
e
rammg
h
.
End: Fri, Oct 19 Professional
Perez, MSR
"ll b
teac ers w1 11 tum m a cert1 tcate o
Development
competion which will be compiled in
Jeanette Tejeda, WI e
implemented in
MSR
classrooms and
a school PD binder and kept in the
Assistant Principal for Curriculum's
evident through
walkthroughs.
office (Ora Whitehead).
------~

Start: Tue, Sept Mawi Powerful
4
Educator
Professional
End: Fri, Oct 19 Development

Sharing best
practices of
Start: Tue, Sept MSR program
4
componets via

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran
and Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Participants will
Principals will conduct weekly
implement
(t1oor) walkthroughs to ensure that
information
all components of the programs are
learned in
being implemented with fidelity.
workshops during Weekly Administative meetings will
the 7th period
Princ.ipal Mavel EDGE Class in all be held to discuss which teachers
may need additional assistance and
Rodnguez.b
A
.
t
t
grade
levels.
support from MSR personnel with
c1 ran, ssts an
implementation of program
Principal
componets.

E1io Falcon, Jr.,
Principal Ora
Whitehead,
Assistant
Principal James
Griffith,
Assistant

Richard Punetes,
ELA Department
Chaiperson Iris
Martin. Science
Department
Chaiperson
Guillermo
Cortez, Social
Studies

.
Assistant
Principals with
collaborate with
Department Chairs
to design an
agendas that
includes time for

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran
and Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will conduct weekly
walkthroughs during the EDGE

End: Fri, Oct 19 department
meetings

Department
Chaiperson
Michelle San,
Math
Department
Chaiperson

reflecting and
sharing of best
practices of the
MAWI
Curriculum.

period to look for implementation of
EDGE Curriculum and provide
feedback to teachers for growth.

Primary Essential Practice
Consistent Protocols

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning

Person(s)
Responsible
Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps
(First & last
name,
position)

EDGE teachers
will
Infuse
Start: Tue, Sept
technology to
4
facilitate the
End: Fri, Oct 19 Mawi
curriculum

Teachers will
Incorporate
Start: Tue, Sept
Restorative
4
Justice Practice
activities during
End: Fri, Oct 19
the assigned
EDGE period.

Start: Tue, Sept Teacher /
Student
4

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
period

Administration will ensure
that EDGE Lessons
incorporate technology
components through the use
of rotational groupings.
Students will be able to use
technology in the EDGE
Classrooms at least once
weekly to complete home
learning and required
technology program
requirements (i,e Mathia,
iREADY).

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
period

Teachers will implement
strategies and components of
the Restorative Justice
Program. As a result,
disciplinary referrals will be
reduced in all grade levels as
a result of strategies utilized
with students.

Teachers
assigned to

Teachers will implement the
student teacher mentoring
sessions at least once a week
with each student prior to the
end of the quarter. Students
will set and modify goals as
needed. Administration will
utilize classroom observation

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran and Ora Whitehead,
Assistant Principals will
conduct weekly walkthroughs
and observations during the
Mawi class Period to ensure
that technology is being
infused into lessons ..

Assistant Principal (Mavel
Rodriguez -Cibran) will
compile a monthly report
indicating the number of
disciplinary referrals by grade
levels. Additional strategies,
based on data will be
implemented to decrease
disciplinary actions of students.
Student Conference Forms and
Goal Sheets will be compiled
by teachers in an EDGE
Binder. These sheets will be
revisited at least once during
the quarter to make
modifications and check on
progress of goals.

End: Fri, Oct 19 mentoring
sessiOn

Teachers will
. .
.
St art: Tue Sept
'
participate m
4
collaborative
and
E n d .. Fn,. 0 ct 19 planning
d'
.
lSCUSSlOnS.

the EDGE
period

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
Period

------'

to check for completion of
Teacher I Student
Conference Forms and
Student Goal Sheets.

A "lead teacher" for each
grade level will be identified
to assist with ensuring that
teachers are provided with
lesson plans across the grade
level show a commonality
and the pacing of the lessons
are being followed according
to the EDGE monthly
calendar. Lesson plans and
will indicate a commonality
among the grade levels.

Administration will utilize
classroom observation to check
for completion of Teacher I
Student Conference Forms and
Student Goal Sheets.

Grade level teachers will
colloborate bi-weekly to create
lesson plans to address the
EDGE CuiTiculum. Elio
Falcon, Principal will assign
grade level leaders to facilitate
the lesson planning
development.

Secondary Essential Practice
Attendance Intervention (Attendance Committee & iAttend)

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice
Attendance Intervention using the attendance committee & iAttend.

Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible
(First & last
name, position)

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Assistant Principal for
Currciculum (Ora
Elio Falcon, Jr.,
Whitehead) will
Principal Ora
colloborate with Elio
Bi-weekly
Whitehead,
Bi-weekly Faculty Meeting
Falcon, Principal and
agendas addressing team
Start: Tue, Sept Faculty meetings Assistant
Assistant Principals
to implement
Principal Mavel building activities will be
4
James Griffith and
team building
Rodriguezcreated which will result in
Mavel Rodriguez
End: Fri, Oct 19 activities will be Cibran, Assistant increased teacher collaboration
Cibran to identify team
implemented.
Principal James and cohesiveness.
building activitiesto be
Griffith, Assistant
implemented at each
Principal
scheduled Faculty
Meeting.
James Griffith,
Assistant Principal nd
James Griffith,
Dianelda
Fonseca, Ana
Assistant
Maria Vega Castillo,
Principal,
As a result of the counselors
Start: Tue, Sept Monitor daily
and TBA Trust
Dianelda
and assigned administrator
4
attendance
Counselor, will identify

End: Fri, Oct 19 bulletins and
iAttend target
status sheets

Fonseca, Ana
Maria VegaCastillo
(Counselors) and
TBA Trust
Counselor.

meeting with parents and
students, a reduction in the
number of excessive absences
will be evident.

students with excessive
absences through
teacher generatd
referrals. Meetings will
be held with parents
each nine weeks to
address absences.

Christina Camacho,
Attendance Clerk will
update daily attendance
D .1 tt d
James Griffith,
Winners of HR attendance race
a1 y a en ance A . t t
chart housed in Student
Start: Tue, Sept
SSlS an
race Wl'll b e
will be displayed in the
Principal,
Services. James
4
completed
attendance office and tracked
Griffith, Assistant
Christina
through Period 1
throughout the year on an
End: Fri, Oct 19
Principal will reward
Camacho,
attendance chart.
Homeroom.
homerooms with
Attendance Clerk
highest percentage rate
quarterly.

Homeroom
Teachers will
Start: Tue, Sept
generate
4
referrals for
students when
End: Fri, Oct 19
they reach the
fifth absence.

Homeroom (first
period)
teachers, Christina
Camacho,
Attendance
Clerk, James
Griffith, Assistant
Principal,
Dianelda
Fonseca, Ana
Maria VegaCastillo
(counselors),
TBA Trust
Counselor.

----------------------~

Teachers will identify students
with more than 5 absences and
generate a referral. The
Attendance Clerk will compile
the referrals by grade level.
Progressive Interventions will
be implemented with students
(i.e phone call home, Saturday
Detention), to reduce the
number of students with
excessive absences, thus
preventing Students from being
truant.

Mr. Griffith, Assistant
Principal will compile
referrals and implement
interventions truancy.
(i.e Saturday detention,
counseling sessions and
parent phone calls),
thus preventing truancy
of students.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 1 Implementation
(September 4 - October 19, 20 18)

Academic Programs Outcome Statement
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then we will see an increase in
achievement of students across all subject areas, specifically with our SWD and ELL populations through the
use of DI. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then we will continue to maintain an
increase in learning gains and proficiency.

Sustained Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning
Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice

Common planning time will be built in to the master schedule to allow teacher collaboration, this will be
evidenced by lesson plans, student work and administrative walkthroughs which will include feedback. In

addition, PowerBi, and computer generated reports will be analyzed during common planning and departmental
meetings to address deficient benchmarks and plan for differentiated instruction

Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation
(What evidence would
Date(s)
Steps
(First & last demonstrate the Implementation
name,
Step was successfully
position)
executed?)

Ensure that the
majority of
Start: Tue, Sept teachers in the
4
same department
and grade level
.
End: Wed, Sept sha~e a.plannmg
19
penod m order
to meet on a
weekly basis.

Elio Falcon,
p . .
onnctpa1
ra
Whitehead
AP James '
Griffith AP
'
M
ave 1
Cibran, AP

Richard
Puentes, LA
Department
Chair Iris
meetings and
Martin,
Start: Tue, Sept
grade level
Science
4
meetings will be Chair
held on a weekly Michelle
End: Wed, Sept
basis to ensure San, Math
19
staff
Chair
collaboration.
Guillermo
Cortez, SS
Chair
------Richard
Department
Puentes, LA
Chairpersons
Chair Iris
will facilitate
Martin,
professional
Science
Chair
Start: Tue, Sept development
4
during common Michelle
San, Math
planning in
End: Fri, Oct 19 order to share
Chair
Guillermo
best practices,
and review
Cortez,
instructional
Social
Studies
resources.
Chair
-------~-------Richard
Puentes, LA
Chair Iris
Core Content
Martin,
Departments
Science
Start: Tue, Sept will meet
Chair
4
biweekly for

The master schedule will be
completed to include common
planning in the core content to
facilitate collaboration among
teachers.

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal, Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principal along with the
registrar, Carol Bree will
provide explicit directions
regarding the development
of the Master Schedule. The
finalized schedule will
reflect common planning for
the majority of the Core
Content Teachers.
Agenda items will be

Administration will collaborate
.
.
wtth department chatrpersons to
create departmental agendas
.
that reflect time for
collaboration and sharing of
best practices to assist with
building teacher leadership
ability and capacity.

di~tchutshseddcol~a?otrattively

w1
e a m1ms ra or
Uames G n'ffith
1 , M ave 1c·b
R d .
o nguez- 1 ran, 0 ra
·
d t th
Wh 1·t h d)
e ea asstgne 0 e
specific content area prior to
the meeting to ensure that
teachers are given time for
discussion and
collaboration.

Departmental meetings will be
scheduled bi-weekly to provide
teachers time to
collaborate,model best practices
and/or share instructional
resources, which will result in
building teacher capacity and
maximizing teacher
effectiveness.

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will review
agenda items with
chairpersons, monitor the
implementation via
attendance at meetings and
provide feedback to
teachers.

Biweekly common planning
will be instituted by grade level
and subject for Core
Departments. Consistent
Common Planning will aid in
assisting of more effective

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will monitor
implementation ofbiweekly

End: Fri, Oct 19 common
planning to
review deficient
standards and
align resources.

Michelle
San, Math
Chair
Guillermo
Cortez,
Social

teacher implementation of
standards based instruction,
alignment of resources and
higher levels of student
engagement and
implementation of rigorous

common planning via
weekly walkthroughs
looking for standfards
aligned instruction and
provide informal and formal
feedback to teachers.

Primary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation
(What evidence would
Date(s)
Steps
(First & last
demonstrate the Implementation
name,
Step was successfully executed?)
position)
Administration will provide
opportunites for staff to attend
Elio Falcon,
district and in house PD in
Principal
Encourage staff
differentiated instruction.
Ora
Start: Tue, Sept
participation in
Implementation in DI PD will
Whitehead,
4
at least one PD
increase student mastery of
AP James
focused on DI
benchmarks. ration will conduct
End: Fri, Oct 19
Griffith, AP
per school year
classroom observations to ensure
Mavel
that DJ is being implemented
Cibran, AP
(observable lessons, groupings
etc.) in the core classrooms.
Richard
Puentes, LA
Chair Iris
Department Chairpersons will
Bi-weekly
Martin,
provide time during biweekly
Science
Start: Tue, Sept department
meetings to provide collaborative
meetings
Chair
4
discussion and sharing of best
focusing on
Michelle
practices in the implementation
End: Fri, Oct 19 Sharing of best San, Math
ofDI. As a result DI will
practices in Dl Chair
increase in all core classrooms
Guillermo
Cortez, SS
Chair
Lap top carts, additional
computers in core classes and lab
time will be scheduled for core
content teachers. This will allow
Elio Falcon, time for students to utilize the
variety of programs available
Core classes will Principal
(iREADY, Mathia, Carnegie,
Ora
Start: Tue, Sept infuse at least 45
Reflex
Math, EDGE
Whitehead,
minutes of
4

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will conduct
classroom observations and
walkthroughs to ensure that
DI is being implemented
through (observable
lessons, groupings etc.) in
the core classrooms.
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will provide
time for collaboration with
assigned department
chairpersons to discuss
agendas for departmental
meetings. to include a
rotation of various teachers
sharing and modeling best
practices.

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will conduct
classroom walk throughs to

End: Fri, Oct 19 technology per
week into their
content

AP James
Griffith, AP
Mavel
Cibran, AP

components). Administration
will conduct classroom walk
throughs to identify technology
usage in classrooms and labs. In
addition, weekly lab schedules
will be created to include core
teachers to ensure student usage
of content technology programs.

identify technology usage
in classrooms and labs. In
addition,computer usage
reports will be monitored
monthly for program
usage.

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Classroom
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Teachers,
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will reiew biElio Falcon,
Administration will conduct
weekly computer generated
Implement daily Principal,
classroom walk throughs to
technology
James
reports of the various
identify technology usage in
schedules for
Griffith,
technology programs (i.e.
classrooms and labs. In addition,
utilizing
Mavel
iREADY, Mathia,
weekly lab schedules will be
instrucitonal
RodriguezEdgenuity, Edulastic,
created to include core teachers
Carnegie), to ensure that
technology
Cibran and
to ensure student usage of
programs.
Ora
students are utilizing the
content technology programs.
Whitehead,
programs for the minimum
Assistant
number of minutes per
Principals
week to ensure that
technolgy infused
instructions is consistent.
Secondary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction
Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction through data driven intstruction
Person(s)
Responsible

Expected Evidence

Implementation Implementation
(What evidence would
Date(s)
Steps
demonstrate the
(First & last
Implementation Step was
name,
position)
successfully executed?)

Data chats will
Start: Tue, Sept
be conducted
4
with students at Classroom
least twice
teachers
End: Wed, Sept
during the
19
quarter.

Start: Tue, Sept Quarterly data
4
chats will be

Teachers will implement
data chat sessions with
students twice during the
quarter to establish and
revisit and modify goals.

Scheduled teacherElio Falcon, administration data chats
Principal
will be conducted on a
Ora

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal and James
Griffith, Mavel Rodriguez Cibran and Ora Whitehead,
Assistant Principals, will review
Data chat logs and data reports
will be monitored through
informal observation and walk
throughs to detennine if data
driven instruction is occurring.
Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran, Ora Whitehead, Assistant

End: Wed, Sept conducted
19
between
administration
and teachers.

Whitehead,
AP James
Griffith, AP
Mavel
Cibran, AP

Teachers will
Start: Tue, Sept utilize a variety
of instructional
4
Classroom
strategies to
End: Wed, Sept meet the diverse teacher
19
needs of
students.

quarterly basis. During
these chats teachers will set
goals for student learning
which will facilitate
teacher implementation of
Idata driven instmction
Administration will
conduct weekly walk
throughs to ensure lesson
plans demonstrate a variety
of teaching techniques and
student groupings.

Adminsitration will
disseminate data of lowest
25% students in reading
Data for the
Ora
and math and of SPED
Whitehead,
Start: Tue, Sept lowest 25 and
students to ensure that all
students with
Assistant
4
stakeholders are aware of
disabillities will Principal,
who these students are. In
End: Wed, Sept be disseminated Karen Ortiz,
addition, strategies for
19
to all
SPED
implementing
stakeholders.
Chairperson
accommodations to SPEd
students will be reviewed
in a faculty meeting.

Principals will meet with
assigned departments to establish
guidelines for student teachr data
chats and ensure that realistic
goals are being set for all
stud~nts

Elio Falcon, James Griffith,
Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran, Ora
Whitehead, Assistant Principals
will conduct walkthroughs
looking for lesson plans that
incorporate small groups and
implementation of actually DI
activ ities in the classroom.
Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran, Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will ensure that
teachers are providing additional
support to students in the
SWDand lowest 25% subgroup
such as additional small group
instruction, modifications of
lessons through computer assited
programs (i.e Mathia, iREADY,
Edgenuity.

Parent Family Engagement Plan (PFEP)
All Title 1 schools will submit the 2018-2019 PFEP to the Title 1 office for approval on or before, Tuesday,
October 9, 2018. Once approved, the PFEP will be uploaded into the School Improvement Process (Phase II).

SCHOOL CULTURE
Quarter 2 Implementation
(November 5 - December 21, 20 18)

School Culture Outcome Statement
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then teacher and student attendance will
increase and consistent learning will occur. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then
we will promote a safe environment where students can better focus on academics.

Sustained Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice
Implementation of the Mawi Learning curriculum ,and professional development for all stakeholders as part of
the Middle School Redesign Initiative, will be provided for all faculty and staff with an emphasis on
Instructional Staff. Components of the EDGE (Mawi) curriculum including the Restorative Justice Practices will

be implemented in all 7th period classrooms during the 2017-18 school year. In addition, teachers will
implement, as part of this curriculum, student data chats for goal setting.
Expected Evidence
Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible

(What evidence would
demonstrate the
(First & last name, Implementation Step
position)
was successfully
executed?)

Monitoring

(How and Who?)

Middle School
Redesign:
.
b h
. h Eho Falcon, Jr. ,
Wit p nncipa
. . l Il"Ia
tur OC arge
.
Start: Mon, Nov
Innova~Ive
Molina, MSR Jill
5
Strategies and
B rtl
MSR
EdCamp Miami
a ey,
End: Fri, Dec
(fi
Beverly Perez,
or pi.1ot
21
MSR
sc h00 1s)
. Jeanette
p ro fiess10na
.
l
TeJeda, MSR
Development

Elio Falcon, Jr., Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Participants will turn in Principals will ensure that all
a certificate of
teachers utilize My Learning
Plan to sign up for the MSR
completion to the
administration within
PD. At the completion of the
two weeks of the
workshop, teachers will turn
completed workshop
in a certificate of completion
date .
which will be compiled in a
school PD binder and kept in
the Assistant Principal for
Curriculum's office (Ora
Whitehead),

Assistant Principal
(Mavel Rodriguez Teachers will
Cibran) and RJP
implement
Coordinator
strategies and
(Dianelda Fonseca)
components of
will compile a
the Restorative
monthly report
Start: Mon, Nov Justice Program.
indicating the
As a result,
5
number of
disciplinary
disciplinary
End: Fri, Dec
referrals will be
referrals by grade
21
reduced in all
levels. Additional
grade levels as a
strategies, based on
result of
data will be
strategies
implemented to
utilized with
decrease
students.
disciplinary actions
of students.

Elio Falcon, Jr. , Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Teachers will meet at
least nee a month with Rodriguez-Cibran and Ora
students to complete a Whitehead, Assistant
T I and/or T2 restorative Principals and Dianelda
Fonseca (RJP Coordinator)
practice activity.
will ensure that all teachers
Teachers will log at
complete the student
least one student
activity and submit on a activities on a monthly basis
and submit the applicable
monthly basis.
data.

Edge Teachers
Sta rt: Mon, Nov will implement
5
the
teacher/student

Teachers will
implement the student
teacher mentoring
sessions at least once a
week with each student
prior to the end of the
Teachers assigned quarter. Students will
to the EDGE period set and modify goals as

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran and Ora Whitehead,
Assistant Principals will
conduct weekly (floor)
walkthroughs to ensure that
all components of the
programs are being
implemented with fidelity.

End: Fri, Dec
21

mentoring
sessiOns.

Start: Mon, Nov Teachers will
5
participate in
collaborative
End: Fri, Dec
planning and
21
discussions.

needed. Administration
will utilize classroom
observation to check for
completion of Teacher I
Student Conference
Forms and Student Goal
Sheets.
A "lead teacher" for
each grade level will be
identified by
administration to assist
with ensuring that
teachers are provided
with lesson plans across
Teachers assigned the grade level show a
to the EDGE Period commonality and the
pacing of the lessons
are being followed
according to the EDGE
monthly calendar.
Lesson plans will
indicate a commonality
among the grade levels.

Weekly Administative
meetings will be held to
discuss which teachers may
need additional assistance
and support from MSR
personnel with
implementation of program
componets.

Grade level teachers will
collaborate bi-weekly to
create lesson plans to address
the EDGE Curriculum. Elio
Falcon, Principal will assign
grade level leaders to
facilitate the lesson planning
development.

Primary Essential Practice
Consistent Protocols

Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Social Emotional Learning

Person(s)
Responsible
Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps
(First & last
name,
position)

EDGE teachers
Start: Mon, Nov will continue to
Teachers
infuse
5
assigned to
technology to
the EDGE
End: Fri, Dec
facilitate the
period
21
Mawi
curriculum

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)
Administration will ensure
that EDGE Lessons
incorporate technology
components through the use
of rotational groupings and
scheduling of classes into
labs. Students will be able to
use technology in the EDGE
Classrooms at least once
weekly to complete home
learning and required
technology program
requirements (i,e Mathia,
iREADY).
-

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran and Ora Whitehead,
Assistant Principals will
conduct weekly walkthroughs
and observations during the
Mawi class Period to ensure
that technology is being
infused into lessons through
lab rotations and or classroom
computer rotations.

Teachers will
Start: Mon, Nov Incorporate
Restorative
5
Justice Practice
End: Fri, Dec
activities during
21
the assigned
EDGE period.

Start: Mon, Nov
Teacher /
5
Student
men to ring
End: Thu, Dec
SeSSIOn
27

Start: Mon, Nov Teachers will
participate in
5
collaborative
End: Fri, Dec
planning and
21
discussions.

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
period

Teachers will implement
strategies and components of
the Restorative Justice
Program during the EDGE
period. As a result,
disciplinary referrals will be
reduced in all grade levels as
a result of strategies utilized
with students.

Assistant Principal (Mavel
Rodriguez -Cibran) will
compile a monthly report
indicating the number of
disciplinary referrals by grade
levels. Additional strategies,
based on data will be
implemented to decrease
disciplinary actions of
students.

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
period

Teachers will implement the
student teacher mentoring
sessions at least once a week
with each student prior to the
end of the quarter. Students
will set and modify goals as
needed. Administration will
utilize classroom observation
to check for completion of
Teacher I Student Conference
Forms and Student Goal
Sheets.

Student Conference Forms and
Goal Sheets will be compiled
by teachers in an EDGE
Binder. These sheets will be
revisited at least once during
the quarter to make
modifications and check on
progress of goals.
Administration will utilize
classroom observation to
check for completion of
Teacher I Student Conference
Forms and Student Goal
Sheets.

Teachers
assigned to
the EDGE
Period

A "lead teacher" for each
grade level will be identified Grade level teachers will
to assist with ensuring that
collaborate bi-weekly to create
teachers are provided with
lesson plans to address the
lesson plans across the grade EDGE Curriculum. Elio
level that show a
Falcon, Principal will assign
commonality and the pacing grade level leaders to facilitate
of the lessons are being
the lesson planning
followed according to the
development.
EDGE monthly calendar.

Secondary Essential Practice
Attendance Intervention (Attendance Committee & iAttend)

Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice
Attendance Intervention using the attendance committee & iAttend.

Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible
(First & last
name, position)

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Assistant Principal for
Currciculum (Ora
Whitehead) will
Monthlv Facultv Meetin!!

Monthly Faculty
Start: Mon, Nov
meetings to
5
implement team
building
End: Fri, Dec
activities will be
21
implemented.

E lio Falcon, Jr.,
p rincipal Ora
w hitehead,
A ssistant
p rincipal Mavel
R odriguezc ibran, Assistant
p rincipal James
Griffith, Assistant
p rincipal

J

J

0

agendas addressing team
building activities will be
created which will result in
increased teacher
collaboration and
cohesiveness.

colloborate with Elio
Falcon, Principal and
Assistant Principals
James Griffith and
Mavel Rodriguez Cibran
to identify team building
activitiesto be
implemented at each
scheduled Faculty
Meeting.

James Griffith, Assistant
Principal and Dianelda
James Griffith,
Fonseca, Ana Maria
Assistant
Principal,
Vega Castillo, and
As a result of the counselors
Dianelda
Mechelle Perez-Gel,
Start: Mon, Nov Monitor daily
and assigned administrator
attendance
Fonseca, Ana
Counselor, will identify
5
meeting with parents and
Maria Vegastudents with excessive
bulletins and
students, a reduction in the
End: Fri, Dec
iAttend target
Castillo
absences through teacher
number of excessive absences
21
status sheets
generatd referrals.
(Counselors) and
will be evident.
Mechelle PerezMeetings will be held
Gel , Trust
with parents during the
Counselor.
nine weeks period to
address absences.
Christina Camacho,
Attendance Clerk will
James Griffith,
Winners of HR attendance
update daily attendance
Start: Mon, Nov Daily attendance
Assistant
race will be
race will be displayed in the
chart housed in Student
5
Principal,
completed
attendance office and tracked Services. James Griffith,
Christina
End: Fri, Dec
through Period 1
throughout the year on an
Assistant Principal will
Camacho,
21
Homeroom.
attendance chart
reward homerooms with
Attendance Clerk
highest percentage rate
quarterly.
----------------------~
. Homeroom (first

Homeroom
Start: Mon, Nov Teachers will
generate
5
referrals for
End: Fri, Dec
students when
21
they reach the
fifth absence .

pt eriohd) Ch . t'
eac ers
ns ma
'
Camacho,
Att d
ekn Jance
Cl er ames
'ffi'h A .
ss1stant
G n 1t
p . . '
1
~mctf: '
Iane a
Fonseca, Ana
Maria VegaCastillo
(counselors),
Mechelle PerezGel, Trust
Counselor.

Teachers will identify students
.
wtth more than 5 absences and
generate a referral. The
Attendance Clerk will compile
the referrals by grade level.
.
.
p
.
rogress1ve 1nterventwns w1 11
be implemented with students
(i.e phone call home, Saturday
Detention), to reduce the
number of students with
excessive absences, thus
preventing Students from
being truant.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Quarter 2 Implementation
(November 5 -December 21, 20 18)

Mr. Griffith, Assistant
Principal will compile
.
referrals and nnplement
.
.
mterventwns truancy.
(i.e Saturday detention,
counseling sessions and
parent phone calls), thus
preventing truancy of
students.

Academic Programs Outcome Statement
If we successfully implement the Primary Essential Practice, then we will increase the flow of class instruction
time. If we successfully implement the Secondary Essential Practice, then we will see an increase in
achievement of students across all subject areas, specifically with our SWD and ELL populations through the
use of DI. If we successfully implement the Sustained Essential Practice, then we will continue to maintain an
increase in learning gains and proficiency.

Sustained Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Priority Actions for the Sustained Essential Practice
Common planning time will be built in to the master schedule to allow teacher collaboration, this will be
evidenced by lesson plans, student work and administrative walkthroughs which will include feedback. In
addition, PowerBi, and computer generated reports will be analyzed during common planning and departmental
meetings to address deficient benchmarks and plan for differentiated instruction

Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Person(s)
Responsible
(First & last
name, position)

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Agenda items will be
discussed collaboratively
Elio Falcon, Jr. Administration will ensure
Grade level
with the administrator
Principal, James that grade level subject area
Uames, Griffith, Mavel
Start: Mon, Nov subject area
Griffith,
teachers meet bi-weekly to
meetings will be
Rodriguez-Cibran, Ora
5
MavelRodriguez share best practices and
held on a biWhitehead) assigned to
- Cibran and Ora modify focus calendars which
End: Fri, Dec
weekly basis to
the specific subject area
Whitehead,
will assist in improved student
21
increase teacher
prior to the meeting to
Assistant
achievement and building of
collaboration.
ensure that teachers are
Principals.
teacher capacity.
given time for discussion
and collaboration.
Department
Chairpersons
will facilitate
professional
Start: Mon, Nov development
5
during common
planning in
End: Fri, Dec
order to share
21
best practices
and review
instructional
resources.

Core Content
Departments

Department
Chairpersons,
Richard
Puentes, ELA,
Iris Martin,
Science,
Michelle San,
Mathematics,
Guillermo
Cortez, Social
Studies, Ivette
Delgado,
Reading.
Department
Chairpersons,
Richard

Departmental meetings will be
scheduled bi-weekly to
provide teachers time to
collaborate, model best
practices and/or share
instructional resources, which
will result in building teacher
capacity and maximizing
teacher effectiveness.

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran, Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will review
agenda items with
chairpersons, monitor the
implementation via
attendance at meetings
and provide feedback to
teachers.

Biweekly common planning Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
will be instituted by grade
level and subject area for Core Rodriguez-Cibran, Ora

will meet
biweekly for
common
planning to
review deficient
standards and
align resources.

Puentes, ELA,
Iris Martin,
Science,
Michelle San,
Mathematics,
Guillermo
Cortez, Social
Studies, Ivette

departments. Consistent
common Planning will aid in
assisting of more effective
teacher implementation of
standards based instruction,
alignment of resources and
higher levels of student
engagement and

Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will monitor
implementation of
biweekly common
planning via weekly
walkthroughs looking for
standards aligned
instruction and provide
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activities.

informal and formal

Ifeedback to teachers.

Primary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction
Priority Actions for the Primary Essential Practice
Collaborative Planning

Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps

Encourage staff
Start: Mon, Nov
participation in
5
at least one PD
focused on DI
End: Fri, Dec
during the 201821
19 school year.

Bi-weekly
department
Start: Mon, Nov
meetings
5
focusing on
sharing of best
End: Fri, Dec
practices in Dl
21
will be
implemented.

Person(s)
Responsible
(First & last
name, position)

Elio Falcon,
Principal, Ora
Whitehead,
Assistant
Principal for
Curriculum.

Expected Evidence
Monitoring

(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

(How and Who?)

Administration will provide
opportunities for Core staff to
attend district and in house PD
in differentiated instruction.
Implementation in DI Pd will
increase student mastery of
benchmarks. Administration
will conduct informal and
formal classroom observations
to ensure that DI is being
implemented through
observable lessons, groupings
etc. in the core classrooms.

Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, MavelRodriguez-Cibran, and
Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will conduct
classroom observations
and walkthroughs to
ensure that DI strategies
and routines are being
implemented effectively.

James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and
Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Department
Principals will provide
Chairpersons,
Department Chairpersons will time for collaboration
Richard Puentes
provide time during bi-weekly with assigned department
- ELA, Iris
meetings to provide
chairpersons to discuss
Martin - Science,
collaborative discussion and agendas for departmental
Michelle San sharing of best practices in the meetings to include a
Mathematics,
implementation of DI. As a
rotation of various
Ivette Delgado,
result DI will increase in all
teachers sharing and
Reading and
core classrooms.
modeling best practices
Guillermo Cortez
and to gain feedback on
- Social studies

1------~~---------------~~-~---------impleme~~ion
strategies.

I

Lap top carts, additional
com~uters in core classes and
lab ttme will be scheduled for
c~re content teachers. This
Elio Falcon, Principal,
w~l~ allow time for students to James Griffith, Mavel
Start: Mon, Nov Core classes will
5
mfuse at least 45
minutes of
End: Fri, Dec
technology per
21
week into their
content

Elio Falcon,
Pnncrpal Ora
Whitehead, AP
James Griffith,
AP
MavelRodriguezCibran, AP

ubhze the variety of programs Rodriguez-Cibran and
available (iREADY, Mathia
Ora Whitehead, Assistant
Carnegie, Reflex Math, EDCJE Principalswill conduct
components). Administration classroom walkthroughs
will conduct classroom walk to identify technology
throughs to tdentify
usage m classrooms and
technology usage in
labs. In
clas.s~ooms and labs. In
addition,~omputer usage
a~ditiOn, weekly lab schedules reports will be monitored
will be created to include core monthly for program
usage.
teachers to ensure student
usage of content technology
-----------------------~p_ro~g~r_a_m~s~·_____________j
~-------------Elio Falcon, Principal,
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez-Cibran and
O~a Whitehead, Assistant
Classroom
Administration will conduct
Pnncipals will reiew hiTeachers, Elio
classroom
walk
throughs
to
weekly
computer
Implement daily
Falcon,
identify technology usage in generated reports of the
Start: Mon, Nov technology
Principal, James clas.s~ooms and labs. In
various technology
schedules for
5
Griffith, Mavel a~ditiOn, weekly lab schedules progr~ms (i.e. iREADY,
utilizing
RodriguezWill be created to include core Mathia, Edgenuity,
End: Fri, Dec
instructional
Cibran and Ora teachers to ensure student
Edulastic, Carnegie), to
21
technology
Whitehead
usage of content technology
en.s~r.e that students are
programs.
Assistant '
programs.
utthzmg the programs for
the minimum number of
Principals
minutes per week to
~nsure that technolgy
mfused instructions is
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __j consistent.
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Secondary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction
Priority Actions for the Secondary Essential Practice
Differentiated Instruction through data dnven
.
.
.
mtstruct10n
Person(s)
Responsible
Implementation Implementation
Date(s)
Steps
(First
. & last
name,
position)

Expected Evidence
(What evidence would
demonstrate the
Implementation Step was
successfully executed?)

Monitoring
(How and Who?)

Elio Falcon, Principal and
James Griffith, Mavel
Rodriguez - Cibran and Ora
Data chats will
Teachers will implement data Whitehead, Assistant
Start: Mon, Nov
be conducted
5
chat sessions with students
Principals, will review Data
with students at Classroom
twice during the quarter to
chat logs and data reports will
least twice
teachers
End: Fri, Dec
revisit and modify goals set
be monitored through
during the
21
during the first quarter.
informal observation and
quarter.
walk throughs to determine if
data driven instruction is
--------~------------------------o_cc_u_r_n_n=g_
. ______________
Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Elio Falcon, Scheduled teacherGriffith, Mavel RodriguezPrincipal
administration data chats will Cibran, Ora Whitehead,
Quarterly data
Ora
be conducted on a quarterly
Assistant Principals will meet
Start: Mon, Nov
chats will be
Whitehead, basis. Goals from the first
with assigned departments to
5
conducted
AP James
quarter will be revisited and
establish guidelines for
between
End: Fri, Dec
Griffith, AP modified as needed. These
student teacher data chats and
administration
21
Mavel
modifications will facilitate
ensure that realistic goals are
and teachers.
Rodriguez- the continued implementation being set for all students
Cibran, AP of data driven instruction.
based on current first quarter
data.

Teachers will
utilize
a variety
Start: Mon, Nov
of instructional
5
strategies to
End: Fri, Dec
meet the diverse
21
needs of
students.

Elio Falcon,
Principal
Ora
Whitehead,
AP James
Griffith, AP
Mavel
RodriguezCibran, AP

Administration will conduct
weekly walk throughs to
ensure lesson plans
demonstrate a variety of
teaching techniques and
student groupings. classroom
teacher

Administration will
disseminate data of lowest
Data for the
35% students in reading and
lowest 35 and
math and of SPED students to
students with
Ora
ensure that all stakeholders are
disabilities in
Whitehead, aware of who those students
Start: Mon, Nov
addition to data
Assistant
are. In addition, strategies for
5
for math
Principal,
implementing
students who
End: Fri, Dec
Karen Ortiz, accommodations to SPED
scored at a 1.3,
21
SPED
students will be reviewed in a
on the FSA will
Chairperson faculty meeting. Data for
be disseminated
students in grades 6-8 who
to all
scored at a level 1.3 will be
stakeholders.
utilized for a pull out
intervention program.
----------'

Elio Falcon, James Griffith,
Mavel Rodriguez-Cibran, Ora
Whitehead, Assistant
Principals will conduct
walkthroughs looking for
lesson plans that incorporate
small groups and
implementation of actual DI
activities in the classroom
based on the current student
data.
Elio Falcon, Principal, James
Griffith, Mavel RodriguezCibran, Ora Whitehead,
Assistant Principals will
ensure that teachers are
providing additional support
to students in the SWD and
lowest 35% subgroup such as
additional small group
instruction, modifications of
lessons through computer
assisted programs (i.e Mathia,
iREADY, EdgenuityO and
small group pull out
interventions.

